We evaluate semileptonic decays of spin-1/2 and spin-3/2 doubly heavy cb baryons. The decays are driven by a c → s, d transition at the quark level. We check our results for the form factors against heavy quark spin symmetry constraints obtained in the limit of very large heavy quark masses and near zero recoil.
Semileptonic decay widths
The total decay width for semileptonic c → l transitions, with l = s, d, is given by
where |V cl | is the modulus of the corresponding CKM matrix element for a semileptonic c → l decay (|V cs | = 0.97345 and |V cd | = 0.2252 [1] ), G F = 1.16637(1) × 10 −11 MeV −2 [1] is the Fermi decay constant, P, M (P ′ , M ′ ) are the four-momentum and mass of the initial (final) baryon, q = P − P ′ and ω is the product of the initial and final baryon four-velocities ω = v·v ′ =
. In the decay, ω ranges from ω = 1, corresponding to zero recoil of the final baryon, to a maximum value that, neglecting the neutrino mass, is given by ω = ω max =
, which depends on the transition and where m is the final charged lepton mass. Finally L αβ (q) is the leptonic tensor after integrating in the lepton momenta. It can be cast as
where explicit expressions for the scalar functions A(q 2 ) and B(q 2 ) can be found in Eqs. (3) and (4) of Ref. [2] . The hadron tensor H αβ (P, P ′ ) is given by
with J the initial baryon spin, B, r P B ′ , r ′ P ′ the initial (final) baryon state with threemomentum P ( P ′ ) and spin third component r (r ′ ) in its center of mass frame. Baryon states are normalized such that B, r ′ P ′ | B, r P = 2E (2π) 3 δ rr ′ δ 3 ( P − P ′ ), with E the baryon energy for three-momentum P. Our states are constructed in Appendix A of Ref. [3] . Finally, J
For the actual calculation of the decay width we parameterize the hadronic matrix elements in terms of form factors, which are functions of ω or equivalently of q 2 . The different form factor decomposition that we use are given in the following.
Here we take the commonly used decomposition in terms of three vector F 1 , F 2 , F 3 and three axial G 1 , G 2 , G 3 form factors
The u r are Dirac spinors normalized as (u r ′ ) † u r = 2E δ rr ′ .
2. 1/2 → 3/2 transitions. In this case we follow Llewellyn Smith [4] to write
Here u B ′ λ r ′ is the Rarita-Schwinger spinor of the final spin 3/2 baryon normalized such that 
Similar to the case before we use
Again, and within our model, we shall have that
A form factor decomposition for 3/2 → 3/2 can be found in Ref. [5] where a total of 7 vector plus 7 axial form factors are needed. In this case we do not evaluate the form factors but work directly with the vector and axial matrix elements.
Expressions relating form factors to weak current matrix elements can be found in Appendix B of Ref. [3] .
Heavy Quark Spin Symmetry (HQSS) imposes constraints on the form factors. These constraints have been deduced in Ref. [3] using the Trace Formalism [6, 7] by requiring invariance under separate bottom and charm spin rotations. Though these relations are strictly valid in the limit of very large heavy quark mass and near zero recoil of the final baryon they turn out to be reasonable accurate for the whole available phase space.
Results
The results we obtain for the semileptonic decay widths of cb baryons are presented in Tables 1 (c → s decays) and 2 (c → d decays). We show between parentheses the results obtained ignoring configuration mixing in the spin-1/2 cb initial baryons. Due to the finite value of the heavy quark masses, the hyperfine interaction between the light quark and any of the heavy quarks can admix both S=0 and 1 components into the wave function for total spin-1/2 states. Thus, the actual physical spin-1/2 cb baryons that we call Ξ
cb , and that were obtained in Ref. [8] , are admixtures of the Ξ cb , Ξ ′ cb (Ω cb , Ω ′ cb ) states where the c and b quarks are coupled to well defined total spin S=1,0. While masses are not very sensitive to hyperfine mixing, it was pointed out by Roberts and Pervin [9] that hyperfine mixing could greatly affect the decay widths of doubly heavy cb baryons. This assertion was checked in Ref. [10] where Roberts and Pervin found that hyperfine mixing in the cb states has a tremendous impact on doubly heavy baryon b → c semileptonic decay widths. These results were qualitatively confirmed by our own calculation in Ref. [8] . We further investigated the role of hyperfine mixing in electromagnetic transitions [11] finding again large corrections to the decay widths. A similar study was conducted by Branz et al. in Ref. [12] . We expected configuration mixing should also play an important role for c → s, d semileptonic decay of cb baryons. Indeed, we find that configuration mixing has an important effect when the two light quarks in the final state couple to total spin 0. 
cb baryons in the table should be interpreted respectively as the Ξ ′ cb , Ξ cb states. The result with a † corresponds to the decay of the Ξ cb state (see main text). The result with an * is our estimate from the total decay width and the branching ratio given in [15] . Similar results are obtained for decays into µ + ν µ .
In Fig. 1 we check that our calculation respects the constraints on the form factors deduced in Ref. [3] 
cb . For very large heavy quark masses, HQSS predicts that the combination of form factors in the second, third and fourth lines should be equal, while for the first and fifth line they should be zero. For other transitions see Ref. [3] .
These hatted states are very close to our physical B (1) cb and B (2) cb states. One sees deviations at the 10% level near zero recoil. Those deviation stem from corrections in the inverse of the heavy quark masses. In fact the constraints are satisfied to that level of accuracy over the whole ω range accessible in the decays. We found similar deviations in our recent study of the c → s, d decays of double charmed baryons in Ref. [2] , where we explicitly showed these discrepancies tend to disappear when the mass of the heavy quark is made arbitrarily large.
Besides, in Ref. , we have made model independent, though approximate, predictions for ratios of c → s, d decay widths of cb doubly heavy baryons. Our values for those ratios agree with the HQSS motivated predictions at the level of 10% in most of the cases. We expect those predictions to hold to that level of accuracy in other approaches.
